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Abstract

High Mach number blast waves were created by focusing a laser pulse on a solid pin, surrounded

by nitrogen or xenon gas. In xenon, the initial shock is strongly radiative, sending out a supersonic

radiative heat wave far ahead of itself. The shock propagates into the heated gas, diminishing

in strength as it goes. The radiative heat wave also slows, and when its Mach number drops to

2 with respect to the downstream plasma, the heat wave drives a second shock ahead of itself

to satisfy mass and momentum conservation in the heat wave reference frame; the heat wave

becomes subsonic behind the second shock. For some time both shocks are observed simultaneously.

Eventually the initial shock dimimishes in strength so much that it can longer be observed, but

the second shock continues to propagate long after this time. This sequence of events is a new

phenomenon that has not previously been discussed in literature. Numerical simulation clari�es

the origin of the second shock, and its position is consistent with an analytical estimate.
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We have conducted experiments comparing the shock expansion in blast waves in which

radiative e¤ects are observed to be very di¤erent, and we report here on our �ndings, in-

cluding a new phenomenon that has not previously been observed. The motivation behind

this experiment and many other experiments in laboratories around the world [1�9] is an

interest in astrophysical shocks which have high Mach numbers and and which may be ra-

diative [10]. Astrophysical shocks originating in supernova (sn) explosions [3, 11�14] are the

most studied, but other astrophysical phenomena (e.g., T Tauri stars [15] and stellar winds

[16]) also generate their own shocks. Interstellar space consists of a tenuous plasma capable

of propagating shocks over great distances, so shocks are important to understand as they

mix up interstellar matter and thus a¤ect mass-loading, stellar formation [17�19] and the

history of the Milky Way and other galaxies.

The radiative nature of a shock, coupled with the optical opacity of its surroundings,

largely determines the evolution of the shock and its rate of expansion. A sn shock expanding

through interstellar space loses energy through radiation, although some energy may be

recovered as the shock sweeps up interstellar material. The energy loss rate for the shock

can be quanti�ed [20] by the parameter " = �dE
dt
(2��0)

�1 r�2s
�
drs
dt

��3
; where E is the

total energy content of the shock, �0 is the density of the ambient interstellar gas, rs is

shock radius, and t is time. In a fully radiative case, in which radiation escapes to in�nity,

the incoming kinetic energy swept up by a shock is entirely radiated away and the shocked

material collapses to a thin shell directly behind the shock. The denominator is then precisely

the rate at which kinetic energy is accumulated, and " = 1. For an adiabatic case " = 0

and once the shock has swept up more mass than what was initially present, the shock

could be regarded as without characteristic length or time scales, and one would expect

the well-known self-similar motion of a Sedov-Taylor blast wave [21�24], rs / t�, where the
exponent � = 2

5
. (This assumes that there are no density gradients in the swept region

of space.) In a case where radiation removes energy from the shock in an optically thin

environment, analytical and numerical studies predict a slower shock expansion, such as

� = 2
7
(the "pressure-driven snowplow"), � = 1

4
(the "momentum-driven snowplow"; the

shock is simply coasting) [10, 25], and 2
7
< � < 2

5
(the thermal energy of the shocked gas is

not completely radiated away) [20, 24].

In a case where the environment is not optically thin, which is the case for many exper-

iments including ours, radiation is reabsorbed in the upstream material and if the shock is
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travelling fast enough a supersonic, radiative heat wave (rhw) breaks away from the shock

in a situation analogous to a supercritical shock wave [23]. It has been shown that the shock

and rhw will coexist and eventually propagate as r / t� where � is larger for the shock

[26]. This means that the shock would eventually catch rhw, after which a second state

is obtained in which rhw is of the ablative type and the shock moves in a classical Sedov-

Taylor trajectory with � = 2
5
: In this manuscript we report on the additional possibility that

prior to the shock catching rhw, the latter enters a transonic regime, stalls, and generates a

second shock. Although our motivation for this experiment was an interest in astrophysical

shocks, we should point out that the new phenomenon we describe has not been observed

in astrophysical shocks and may not occur there.

We create spherically expanding blast waves in the following fashion: a high-power in-

frared pulsed laser (1064 nm wavelength) is focused onto the tip of a solid (stainless steel)

pin surrounded by an ambient gas (nitrogen or xenon) typically at a pressure of about 1 kPa

(density �0 � 10�5 g = cm3). The laser pulse is 5 ns in duration with energy ranging from

10 J to 200 J (we see no qualitatively di¤erent behavior in the blastwave evolution over this

energy range). The laser pulse ablates the pin and rapid expansion of ablated material

shocks the ambient gas. The initial shock travels radially outward from the pin; most of

the shocked gas is concentrated in a shell immediately behind the shock front. We use the

term blast wave to refer to shock and shell. The blast wave velocity drops as more and more

of the ambient gas is accumulated and set in motion by the passing shock. When the mass

of swept up material is much larger than the initially ablated material, the motion of the

blast wave becomes self-similar. We can conservatively estimate the radius at which this

happens, assuming that all laser energy is deposited in pin material, heating it uniformly.

(Loss of laser energy, e.g., due to misalignment between the laser beam and the pin, and

non-uniform heating will lower our estimated radius.) For example, if the ambient gas is

xenon and we employ a 10 J laser pulse, the amount of ablated iron is such that when the

blast wave has traveled 0:4mm it will have swept up a much larger (ten times larger) xenon

mass.

To image a blast wave on spatial scales up to � 5 cm, we use two lenses in a telescope

con�guration and a gated, single-frame, high-speed CCD camera (2 ns gate), along with a

low energy, green laser pulse (� = 532 nm wavelength, 15 ns duration) as a backlighter. Blast

wave radius as a function of time is obtained by employing a schlieren technique so that
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FIG. 1: Blast wave expansion through ambient nitrogen gas (1:3 kPa) at times t = 150 ns to 6�s

after an ablative laser pulse (energy E = 10 J, duration 5 ns) is focused on a solid pin (visible in

images, pointed down). The laser pulse was incident from the left. The shock is spherical (except

on the laser side due to laser-plasma interaction) and its growth is consistent with a Sedov-Taylor

blast wave. The image to the right (t = 150 ns to 6�s) is a composite of four images (with

overlapping pin locations).

only laser light perturbed by the plasma is imaged; light which has not been de�ected is

removed at the telescope focal point by a small (� 500�m) beam block. With this method,
image brightness corresponds to the spatial derivative of plasma electron density, and the

blast wave structure is readily seen. Schlieren images were obtained from 5 ns up to 35�s

after the initial, ablative laser pulse.

Examples of images using nitrogen as the ambient gas can be seen in Fig. 1. In each

image, the laser ablating the target pin is incident from the left. The pin is clearly visible,

as is the expanding blast wave. [Note that the shock is not exactly centered on the pin and

also is not perfectly spherical; deviation from sphericity is evident on the laser side of the

pin. A 2D computer simulation (computed by the cale code [27], an arbitrary Lagrangian-

Eulerian code including both hydrodynamic and radiative e¤ects) shows how laser-plasma

interaction causes pre-ionization and preheating of the plasma on the laser side. The shock

then propagates through a non-uniform plasma, leading to a non-uniform shock expansion.

This e¤ect is further discussed by Edens et al. [28].] The shock expansion settles (to within

measurement error) into the Sedov-Taylor relationship for a blast wave rs _ t2=5 after an

initial, brief, non-self similar phase. This is expected for a shock in which the net radiative

e¤ects are small. (It also appeared that rs _ (E=�0)
1=5; where the total energy E is the
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FIG. 2: Blast wave expansion through ambient Xe gas (1:3 kPa) at times t = 50ns to 30�s after

an ablative laser pulse (energy E = 10 J, duration 5 ns) is focused on a solid pin (visible in images,

pointed down; pin location in bottom row of images is at the left edge of each image). The laser

pulse was incident from the left. The initial shock is strongly radiative (super-critical) and preheats

the ambient gas. At t = 150 ns both the initial shock and the preheated gas ahead of it are clearly

visible. At t � 1�s the initial shock begins to dissipate, and the shock front is no longer obviously

sharp. At t � 4�s a second shock appears (located at tip of arrow), ahead of the initial shock.

The second shock continues to expand while the initial shock gradually becomes undetectable. The

�nal image (t = 8�s, 30�s) is a composite of two images (with overlapping pin locations).

laser energy, also consistent with a Sedov-Taylor blast wave.)

Examples of images using xenon as the ambient gas can be seen in Fig. 2. With its

higher atomic number, xenon radiates more strongly than nitrogen, and there are notable

di¤erences in the images pointing to more in�uential radiative e¤ects: (a) plasma emission

from pre-heated gas, that is gas heated by the radiation from the shock, is clearly visible as

a glow surrounding the shock at early times (t . 400 ns). (b) The shock expansion is slower
than in nitrogen, even when accounting for the rs / ��1=5 factor from the higher density

of xenon. We also observe that the shock weakens (t � 1�s to 4�s) and gets increasingly
di¢ cult to detect. Before the initial shock becomes undetectable (t � 8�s), a second shock
forms out ahead of the initial shock. This second shock is a phenomenon that has not

previously been discussed in literature in this context. It is not surrounded by a glow of
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FIG. 3: Blast wave expansion through ambient Xe gas (1:3 kPa) at times t = 1:0�s to 4:5�s.

Ablative laser pulse energy E � 120 J; duration 5 ns. At t = 3:5�s both initial and second shocks

are clearly visible.

FIG. 4: Measured shock radius versus time in experimental images of shocks in xenon. Ablative

laser energy E � 100 � 200 J; duration 5 ns. Note the step in radius around the transition time

(~4�s) when both shocks are visible.

pre-heated gas, and it continues to propagate long after the initial shock can no longer be

detected. Examples of shocks in xenon at higher laser energies are shown in Fig. 3. The

same qualitative evolution occurs at these higher laser energies. A plot of shock radius versus

time, shown in Fig. 4, clearly shows a "step" where the second shock forms. This step must

be made by a second shock forming; the initial shock cannot suddenly jump ahead.
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To help interpret our experimental results we ran a 1d numerical simulation using the

lasnex code [29, 30], see Fig. 5. Radiation was treated in the multigroup di¤usion ap-

proximation, which is valid when the radiation �eld is nearly isotropic. In this experiment

this means having a large enough optical depth in the rhw, a condition that is satis�ed

reasonably early in the experiment (see below). We also saw that more sophisticated radia-

tion treatments gave very similar answers for the entire evolution. Opacities were calculated

in-line using a screened hydrogenic (sh) approximation which reproduces the average degree

of ionization reported for very similar conditions using a more sophisticated model [31] to

within ~25%. The early time laser interaction region was treated with a time-dependent

non local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-lte) version of the sh model. At later times it

made little di¤erence to the overall energetics and evolution of the blast wave if lte was

assumed or not. The equation of state (eos) was computed using either qeos [32] in lte,

or from the non-lte population distribution in non-lte. More sophisticated models may

alter the details of the predictions, but based on a number of calculations in which we have

varied the eos and opacities, we do not expect the qualitative picture to change. In any

event, the simulation captures the observed blast wave behavior rather well.

Qualitatively the simulation follows the discussion of this process given by Reinicke and

Meyer-ter-vehn [26], but also includes the birth of the second shock wave. Before presenting

a more detailed description of the computational results we summarize them here. At early

times, the initial shock (which we will refer to as s1) is fast enough to radiate very strongly.

The radiation mean free path in the cold ambient gas ahead of s1 is relatively short, resulting

in the formation of a supersonic rhw, which propagates in advance of s1. (Note that if

the surrounding gas is optically thin, the energy is instead lost, transported to "in�nity,"

and rhw would not form.) As s1 continually slows down, it radiates less and less. The

radiated power soon drops below the rate at which s1 sweeps up energy from gas heated

by the rhw, and eventually s1 slows below the minimum velocity at which a shock could

have created a supersonic radiative heat wave in the �rst place. At this time rhw is still far

ahead of s1, but its velocity has also been diminishing rapidly because of expansion and a

rapidly weakening driving source. Before s1 is able to catch it, rhw becomes transonic, and

eventually gives birth to a second shock wave (which we will refer to as s2). rhw then falls

behind s2, which itself is too slow to be radiative. By the time s2 is formed s1 is relatively

weak (Mach number M�2), and it continues to weaken as it propagates in the downstream
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material of s2. After s2 has roughly doubled its radius, it is no longer in�uenced by the

details of how it was formed, and the shock trajectory closely assumes that of a self-similar

Sedov-Taylor blast wave. We will now elaborate on this sequence of events, beginning with

the motion of s1.

At the end of the laser pulse (t = 5ns), motion is still strongly in�uenced by the details

of the initial conditions. s1 is traveling in excess of 60 km = s and is strongly radiative. This

is consistent with the results of Bouquet et al [9], who �nd that shocks at this speed (and

at higher densities) are strongly radiative. To help quantify the importance of radiation

we have calculated the (inverse) Boltzmann number Bo�1 = �T 4=vs�0cvT for this time

from the numerical simulation. The denominator in this equation is the �ux required to

heat the upstream material (�ow speed vs = drs
dt
, density �0) to the temperature T of the

downstream plasma, while the numerator would be approximately the �ux delivered from

the hot, downstream plasma to the upstream material. When these two �uxes are equal,

the shock is said to be critical, and the upstream material is heated by radiation to the

temperature of the downstream plasma, the "critical" temperature T = Tc. When the

radiative �ux exceeds this value, the shock is said to be supercritical. In this case, the

upstream plasma is still heated to the temperature T > Tc of the downstream plasma,

and the "excess" �ux is used to increase the extent of the radiative precursor. The �ux FR

actually emitted through the shock by the downstream plasma in this case is calculated to be

somewhat less than �T 4 because the plasma is too small to be optically thick. Nevertheless,

the calculated value of FR still exceeds the calculated value of the denominator vs�0cvT by

~50, and the shock is supercritical at this time. We note that the temperature directly

behind the shock spikes above the downstream temperature T we refer to above, but rapidly

relaxes toward T . An excellent discussion of radiating shock structure, including many

details omitted here, can be found in Zel�dovich and Raizer [23], in which the radiation

�eld is formulated in the di¤usion approximation to make the problem tractable. Other

discussions presenting additional insights and extensions can be found in the excellent texts

of Mihalas and Mihalas [33] and Castor [34].

The strongly radiative s1 drives a highly supersonic rhw far out ahead of itself (rhw

radius rh � 2:5mm); this heat wave is driven by radiation, not thermal electrons, as the

radiative conductivity is at least two orders of magnitude greater than the electron thermal

conductivity (e.g., at T � 2:5eV we calculate � 5400W = (m�K) for the radiation and
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7:3W = (m�K) for the electrons) and additionally we see no noticable di¤erence in the
numerical simulation if electron heat conduction is explicitly omitted. The s1 compression

� is very high (� > 20), a feature consistent with strongly radiating shocks. By t � 20 ns,
memory of the details of the initial conditions is no longer apparent. s1 has expanded to

rs � 1:4mm and slowed to ~30 km = s, but is still strongly radiative (" � 0:8). However,

only about one eighth of the total energy now resides inside s1 with the remainder in rhw

which extends to rh � 4mm. (As a result, the subsequent evolution of rhw cannot be much
a¤ected by s1.)

As s1 continues to slow down, its ability to radiate diminishes rapidly. Eventually s1

sweeps up energy from the material heated by rhw faster than it radiates and thereafter

the energy inside s1 gradually increases (" < 0). This should result in a slight acceleration

of the blast wave, but the experimental measurement is not accurate enough to verify this.

By t = 300 ns, s1 has expanded to rs � 4mm and its velocity has fallen to ~6 km = s, or

twice the speed of sound in the rhw plasma into which s1 propagates. The s1 compression

is � � 3, consistent with a relatively weak shock wave (this is just like the point explosion
with counter pressure discussed by Zel�dovich and Raizer [23]). We calculate that a shock

born at 6 km = s in cold xenon gas would be too slow to be strongly radiative. Also, a shock

at this speed but free of the signi�cant pressure of the preheated rhw plasma would have

a compression � � 7 (where the additional compression above the =5/3 strong shock limit
of � = 4 is simply caused by ionization losses in the xenon).

We turn now to details of the rhw. At early time the plasma inside the rhw is optically

thin and the radiation wave is essentially a bleaching wave. However, as rhw expands and

cools, the optical depth inside the wave rapidly increases, reaching 10 by t � 200 ns. By

t � 300 ns its radius is about twice the shock radius (rh � 9mm) and its velocity has dropped
to that of s1. From here on s1 gradually makes ground on the stalling rhw, but before

s1 can catch rhw the latter enters the transonic regime (relative to the sound speed in

the hot plasma behind rhw) and begins to drive a non-linear disturbance which eventually

(t � 1:2�s) breaks into a shock (which we will refer to as s2). At this time rhw drops

behind s2.

Because the formation of s2 is a new result we have gone to some e¤ort to ensure that

our interpretation is correct. Most importantly we collected a large amount of experimental

data around the transition time (including shocks in xenon-nitrogen mixes that we will
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FIG. 5: Compression and electron temperature versus radius in the Xe plasma at four di¤erent

stages of the blast wave evolution. Note the initial shock dissipating and the second shock being

born at the radiative heat wave front. Also illustrated in the plot (at t = 0:3�s) is the ion

temperature which is in equilibrium with the electron temperature except in the thin relaxation

layer behind the shock front. This layer is not fully resolved in the simulation shown, and the

temperature excursions are not as high as they would be in reality. This is partly responsible for

the apparent continuous nature of the electron temperature at the shock. In reality the electrons

are essentially adiabatic at the shock, and do undergo a smaller "jump" in temperature [23]. In a

simulation of the �rst few hundred nanoseconds with ten times the spatial resolution, we resolve the

relaxation layer much better, yet the other details (and conclusions from those) remain unchanged.
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expand upon at a later date), e.g., Fig. 4. It categorically shows s1 and s2 simultaneously

and follows their evolution. We also performed two con�rmatory lasnex calculations. In

the �rst we took the rhw temperature distribution well before the formation of s2 and

imposed it in a stationary, uniform xenon gas. As expected, rhw advanced and s2 formed

just as in the full calculation. In the second calculation, we used a spherical piston to drive

a shock with the same trajectory as in the full calculation (where the shock was driven by

the laser). This second calculation produced nearly identical results to the full calculation,

demonstrating that the observed dynamics result from the radiative nature of s1, and are

not substantially in�uenced by radiation from the target. Any heating of the gas as a result

of target radiation would be prompt, and we see no evidence of this. The results of the

second calculation were con�rmed experimentally by a limited set of shots on graphite pins,

which yielded the same results. Also, what makes our interpretation unambiguous is that

the radiation from a blast wave in xenon drives secondary blast waves o¤ objects placed

some distance away, before the original blast wave reaches the objects. (The objects are also

well out of the way of the laser beam.) This does not happen when we use nitrogen gas. We

have seen this in several experiments at two di¤erent laser facilities.

Finally, we compared the observed formation location of s2 to the following simple,

analytical estimate for where s2 forms:

Consider the simple 1D �uid equations for conservation of mass �1u1 = �2u2 and momen-

tum p1 + �1u
2
1 = p2 + �2u

2
2 in the lab frame of rhw, where subscript 1 denotes the region

ahead of rhw, and subscript 2 denotes the region behind rhw. Assuming an ideal gas (so

that p = �c2 where c is the speed of sound) we combine these to obtain

�2
�1
=
c21 + u

2
1 �

q
(c21 + u

2
1)
2 � 4c22u21

2c22
: (1)

A supersonic (u1 > c1) rhw and a real compression � � �2=�1 requires u1 � c2+
p
c22 � c21 �

2c2 (where the approximation is valid because the temperature behind rhw is much higher

than the temperature before it), i.e., requires the mixed Mach number M � u1=c2 � 2:

Once the Mach number drops to 2, rhw can no longer ful�ll Eq. 1, and a shock (s2) forms

at rhw. This is a standard result in heat front physics and is analogous to when a blast

wave forms ahead of a �reball [23, 33, 35]. s2 immediately moves ahead of rhw and acts

to slow down u1 so that rhw is now subsonic (satisfying u1 � c2 �
p
c22 � c21 � c21=2c2).

To estimate when rhw slows to Mach 2 and what its radius rh then is, we can assume
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a radiative conductivity of the ambient gas of the form � = �0�
aT b and use Barenblatt�s

solution for an instantaneous point release of energy [26, 36]. (A point source is a reasonable

estimate [26] because most of the energy that s1 can lose through radiation is lost at an

early stage when there is a large separation between s1 and rhw.) Using values for our

experiment in xenon, E = 10 J; �0 = 78 g =m3;  = 1:2; and � = 10�44��2:2T 10 in SI-units,

we �nd that the rhw Mach number drops to Mach 2 when rh � 10mm. In the experiment
we �rst observed s2 with rh � 12mm, in reasonable agreement with the analytical estimate,
particularly considering that the heat front is not sharp and it takes some time before s2

forms and becomes observable.

From all the above, we summarize the blast wave evolution in xenon in the following

steps: (1) The laser energy is deposited in pin material which then becomes very hot. (2)

The heated pin material expands rapidly, pushing at the surrounding gas, setting up a

strong, radiative s1. (3) Radiation from s1 heats the surrounding gas. The �ux is high

enough that s1 is supercritical, driving a supersonic rhw that travels rapidly outward,

leaving a large separation between s1 and rhw. (4) s1 sweeps up enough material that the

details of its initial conditions become unimportant. (5) s1 slows and its ability to radiate

e¢ ciently quickly decreases. (6) s1 is traveling into the counter pressure of hot rhw plasma,

which is becoming comparable to the ram pressure; the Mach number drops rapidly, and

the post-shock compression reduces correspondingly. (7) When the Mach number for rhw

reaches ~2, rhw stalls and creates s2. (8) s1 continues to weaken until it dissipates. (9)

s2 is essentially non-radiative and once it has swept up enough mass (doubled its initial

radius), it propagates like rs / t2=5, provided it remains strong.
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